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Introduction

Education is τροφη και παιδεια that means “to give nutrition.  The Education 

in English means Training) includes the meaning of equipment (character, for 

the power), discipline, breeding (animal), and training. Breeding to be come 

out of this meaning has the reproduction, breeding, nurture, discipline, family 

education, family courtesy, culture and politeness etc. Education has the 

meaning of the composite languages of education, conviction, training, 

nurture, breeding. And the Latin, educare means to pull to the outside. In other

words it means to transform the original mode into the new mode.

The mankind lives in the sin always by committing sins. But The man lives in 

the state that they cannot know that state. To such men do not know that fact. 

A certain thing was happened out of the outside to realize their ignorance 

stimulatly “Who told you that you were naked? Have you eaten from to tree 

that I commanded you not to eat from?”(Gen3:11) The hands of God’s love put 

on them with the leather clothe in order to stand up on the salvation.  The man

himself cannot the wisdom and the power that come to the outside from the 

sin. The moment that he realize his own sin only by the grace of the love  that 

come out of the outside make them to experience the teaching of God and fast 

and cry out to God in order to be saved.   The educational activity  of God was 

not ended  once, but it was made them to be pulled out of their own sins  and 

to be tasted the delight of that freedom, next  he train them continuously  in 

order to return to their original position and to execute their essential 

mission. Therefore the education is a institution   established through them 

that are pulled out to the outside. 

   Let us review the Christian educational history out of the time of the Old 

Testament according to each age. We think it in the center of the Jewish 
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education and Jesus’s education, the education of the reformation and the 

education of the Lord’s Day.  

The education will be divided by two times, the Old Testament and the New 

Testament. The age of the Old Testament is the age of God’s people, the 

Israelite education, but the age of the new Testament treat to the church 

education that was based on the education of Christ and his teaching. 

I. The Christian Education of the Old Testament Age 

 

기 The history of the Christian education walk on the same line with the 

history of the Hebrews together.  This jumped over the history of simple the 

national educational dimension and connected to the faith education of God’s 

people. The Hebrew education is the original mode of Christian education

 The study of Christian educational history may have the special value.  

Historically several issues were proposed through the several ages, and there 

are some answers.  When we study the history of Christian education we can 

concern to the attributes of God, the self-revelation of God, God’s will for the 

man and the value of the truth etc. But the history of Christian education 

observes the necessary relationship between the Christianity and the 

education on the biblical foundation of the church history.

 (1) The education of Pre Israel (the Hebrews Education)

The Education of the Hebrews began with the age of the patriarch, passed over

the day of  Exodus,  contain the settled day of Palestine, the day of  tent life,  

the age of the united Israelite kingdom and the day of divided kingdom of 

Israel, And  the education of the late Israel  is the educational history from the 
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destruction of the southern kingdom, the day of the Babylonian captive, the 

day of Persia’s dominion(B.C. 538-333), the age of the Greek, the  Asmon 

Independent kingdom, to the dominion of Rome that is, the educational 

history of foreign dominion. This age is called for the time of Judaism 

education

The Education of Hebrew is the summary of Christian education as the 

historical archetype of Christian education. Their education covered on all 

areas of their lives that had followed the Word of God. God gave the Israelite 

the educational command that was called for ten commandment and Shema 

on basis on Deuteronomy 6:4-9 and mad them to teach the Word of god 

diligently. 

As this, the Hebrews education consisted of the teaching of the parents to their

children in the center of the family, the educational methodology of the oral 

repeated tradition in the center of memorization. And the Hebrew education 

had the function to strengthen their education through their lives and culture 

itself. 

 Before the official institution of education was brought up their families was 

the most important educational field in the period.  At that time the education 

was the command of God to the parents.(Prov. 1:8, Dut. 4:9-10, 6:7). At that 

time the education was a main element to making them to be activated vividly. 

It was connected among the religion, the education and the life.  The religion 

was the life and the life itself executed the role of education. So the education 

was treated at all field of their lives in order to form the identification of God’s 

people. The family, the educational field was the religious community and the 
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educational community that they was born and learnt the fear of God

 Especially The father had three educational responsibilities, those are, first, to

teach the Law to his son, second, to teach the occupational function third, to 

teach the marriage life. Among them the primary thing was   to teach Shema 

(Dut. 6:4-9) to their children from three years old. Just like Shema reveals, the 

Hebrews had known that their mission was to teach their children to love God.

Lowis J. Sherill summarized the feature of the family education of Hebrew as 

followings;

First, Their children participate into the activities to live the daily life actually.  

The family education of the day of pre Babylonian captive was related to their 

occupation.  The boys learnt hunting, taking care of the cattle, and the women 

cooking, looming and sawing etc.

 Second, they supervised the courtesy of their children. The book of the law 

and the wisdom literature guided the life of Hebrew and made them to learn 

the wisdom of their lives according to the will of God.

Third, they educated their children by following the oral tradition as the 

generation to generation. The Hebrews educated them by the religious 

ceremony with the family education.   Through teaching the symbolic 

education and meaning they taught their children in the center of the family to

serve God.

In this time the education was executed in the center of   @ and the family. In 

the family the parent is the teacher of their children, the contents of the 

education is  the occupational education that  was based on the establishment 

of relationship between God and Israel. The process of function was the 

participation.
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Their children participated into the present field of the life and were mastered

by imitation and the exercise as the means of their lives and learnt the 

national history in the center of the meaning of ceremony and the process of 

the ceremony Through such religious ceremony and symbols the children of 

Israel became the religious society as the people of God. Let’s divide the 

educational method that was depended on such things.

1) The Feast Ceremony

In irregular feast the Sabbath day, the monthly day , the Sabbath year, the 

jubilee year; the feast of Passover, the feast of weeks, the feast of tabernacle in 

the feast of pilgrimage and the feast of ingathering, the feast of Purim etc. 

I. The basic feast of the Jew is the Sabbath day. The Scripture command to

keep the Sabbath day at every seventh day.  They assures that  the rest of

family unit,  the fellowship and  the importance of the family, the Friday

was the important day in order to connect the small family to the  good

traditional points of large family have been changed into the silent state.

We can feel some godliness out of the steps of the merchants to return to

their houses.    At that time the city traffic become very easy ,  At the

evening time the parents was gathered  together at their house and have

the family worship  with the dinner of the Sabbath day  that the parents

bless their children. Three feasts of the Jewish, the Passover (April) the

Pentecost  (Seventy  seven  feast,  the  first  harvest  feast  June-July)  the

tabernacle feast(October)  were kept by all families, and they have the

motive to learn the history of Israel and their identification. Each family

at the before night of the Passover feast is eating a barbecued meat  of
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one year lamb    .that are without blemish and any spot,  with bitter

vegetables and the not yeast bread they reminded the situation of the

exodus  situation  actually.  Their  children  who  participated  into  this

process learnt the meaning of foods and the meaning of the history of

the  Israelite  exodus.  The  feast  of  weeks  that  is  offered  as  the

Thanksgiving Day (Ex 34:22, Dut. 16:9-11), the Pentecost feast, or, the

feast of harvest (Ex.23:16).  Because the day is 50th day from the first

harvest.( the feast of first fruit).  In third day the people praised Hallel

(Ps. 113-118) and enjoyed the dance of the feast. And invited the poor

and the pagans and shared some food with them. They learnt that this

feast means the protection of God.

In the feast of the tabernacle that remembers the life of wilderness for 

40 years build the tents before the house and dwelled in it and they 

learnt the renewal of the covenant through remembering the life of the 

wilderness for 40 years. The other feasts are the feast of trumpet (the 

feast of new year) the great atonement day, the feast of Purim, and the 

feast of water (Hanukah Jn10:22) etc. to keep the feast stresses the 

worship in the center of  the family, after that  through the synagogue 

the worship of community was continued. Therefore the feast is the 

training field of the national history that their parents and the children 

keep the traditional custom.  Through the stream of weekly Sabbath day 

and the stream of the yearly feasts, the worship of the family and the 

synagogue was passed naturally accomplished the organized feature of 

Jewish religious education. 
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2) Passage Rite

This is the ceremony that they planted a tree after their children was born. In 

the boy plants the cedar tee and in the girl, they plant the pine tree.  The 

ceremony of @ as a method of education was executed to grow up from the 

children to the adult. 

In the case of a boy, they have the ceremony of the circumcision at 8 days. This 

ceremony means that he become a member of the faith community as the 

children of the covenant.  It was to form his identification by revealing a sign 

of the covenant people in his life that remained in his body. As he was 13 years

old he participates into Bar Mizwah, the ceremony of becoming a adult in the 

temple. From this time the boy has the responsibility to keep the Law and 

participate into all religious ceremony. The congregation proclaims his duty to 

keep the Law and accept him as a adult at the first Sabbath day after 13 years 

old. The Jew and the Hebrews execute the ceremony at some important 

moment and attained again that they are the children of God.  Through this 

process they accomplished their identification of the chosen people. 

3) Symbol

The Symbol was one of the educational method  of the family. In the Shema we 

can see the command that they bind the Word of Jehovah on the wrist as a sign

and attached it on the  as a mark, and write down  it on the outside of door. In 

order to keep the command the Hebrews put four passages(Shema Israel) into

the leather box that is called for Tamulin (Pylactery) those  are, one bind on 

the *  , the another on  the left on the wrist.  The Jew prays three time in the 
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remembrance of Abraham (morning), Issac (evening) and Jacob (night).

When I visited to Israel, the Jew of 21st Century in the airport and the airplane 

I have seen that they bonded tamulin on the their glabella and bind it several 

time on the left arm. When  any Jews talked to another  he made them to stop 

it  to do after the praying. When ten adults was gathered they worshipped. 

During the rest time of my trip at Istanbul also they memorized the Word of 

God  standing on the one line, shaking their heads prove that their lives were 

the religion in comparable of us who were considered as the good believers.   

Mezuzah (Dut.6:4-9, 11:3-21) is the wood box or, the metal box that two 

passages will be attached smoothly on the doorscraper and on the glabella at 

the right side of the room door. Whenever they go out and come in they touch 

it in praying and kiss to it with their hands indirectly.  The image of the wheat 

that Mezuzah has means to long the abundant harvest of wheat, the blessing of

agriculture society.

 The godly Jewish people who I had met touched the Mezuzah go in and out 

and memorize the verse , “the Lord will watch over your coming and going 

both now and forevermore.“(Ps 121:8) and also kissed one another. On the 

door of the hotel it was attached. They seemed to live with the Word of God 

every hour and every day. Although they are different to our theology, 

reformed theology, I observed that they showed an example to me in the godly

life.  The life of the orthodoxy Jewish people  itself was the religion.

This period when the official educational system was not established was the 

time that the religious consciousness was settled in them through various 

ceremony of the feasts, the ceremony of offering at the temple with the 
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education of the parents for their children and the symbols of the temple and 

the symbols of Torah  that was attached, was hanged and was possessed in his 

body. They collected, edited the oral tradition and the documents and taught 

the people. (Dut. 33:10, Mal 2:7) The prophet was the teacher who awakened 

the way that the people of God should walk at the situation and the events of 

the life. They executed the command that God told directly to them and forced 

the religious renewal and led the change of the society.  The priest and the 

prophet were the national teachers that executed the role of bridge between 

God and the he people.

(2) The later Education of Israel 

The later education of Israel consisted of Israel under the foreign 

dominion, those are: the captive of Babylon, the day of Greece and the 

day of Rome. The meaning of the Scripture that has been rooted in the 

Scripture has led the history of Israel and controlled the inner aspect.  

The family that depended on the view of biblical value is the source that 

led the long history. They had scattered into the entire world and had 

been independent and been restored their language and stood up in the 

center in the center of world history.

The providence of work of God includes the family and the synagogue.  

The Jew has not ignored two functions at anyplace. The family is the 

essential unit and the synagogue is the function that small units were 

gathered together and small size community was formed and was 
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developed and enlarged to the national community.  So although he 

never has met the other, he pleases for the Jew himself and offered all 

things to him.

This time is the continuous character, the pre- Israelite education, and 

appeared into the other educational type. It is called, for the age of the 

Judaism education, because they had concentrated on forming the 

national identification.

The sorrow that Israel had experienced following the captive and 

scattered events, they emphasized about the passion to the faith and the 

union to his nation.  They tried to reflect their past events and were 

rediscovered themselves.  It was the day when they devoted themselves 

to educate to overcome the loss of their identification.  

Then what they emphasized was as follow national calamity wings;

First, the historical view of Deuteronomy of the national calamity as the 

punishment of God to commit sin to the Word of God. 

Second, the present hope that shall be restored by obeying the Law even

now.

Third, the mission that God gave to the Jew in order to make all nations 

know true God. 

This age is located by the important things for the education. First of all, 

the documents were made, the code of offering was completed, and the 
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grand documents of the holy literatures were edited.  Although the 

family was the center of their lives, the specific change that the 

synagogue and the official educational system were made in them.

This synagogue that was brought up at the Babylonian captive age and 

transferred to the Palestine was the house of non-formal worship and 

the education. Here, the chief of the synagogue and Hazan served the 

one executed to rule over the management of the building and the 

invitation duty of the speakers, and the other assisted the service and 

executed the role of the teacher.

The Isralite treated to the Torah that was the Law written publically as 

the main educational contents in the past, the Word of God that had 

been transferred by the oral tradition. The written Scripture and the 

synagogue were the center that after their captive the scattered Israel 

gathered together and kept the Sabbath day and the feasts and lived in 

the faith community.  Talmud was the interpretation of the Law, and 

Mishinah that Rabbi Hanash that had collected were taught together to 

them. 

***

(1) The synagogue education was brought about. The education was one of 

the synagogue main systems. The synagogue was the worship place as well as 

the educational institute to make Israel to become the educational community.

In the synagogue the education of worship should become the main subject by
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praying, reading the Scripture, interpreting the Scripture etc. The education to 

memorize the word by word was emphasized. At the Sabbath day and the 

fasting day of every feast, the worship was executed.  Through this education 

the people were read the Pentateuch and the book of Prophets and qualified to

interpret them and to apply them in their lives.    

The education was executed by following  the order to read the chosen book in

the books of the Law and the books of prophets and to translate them  and to 

exposit them.  

(2) It was the beginning of school education.  The school education was the 

source of the synagogue function, and gradually it was employed at another 

system and building.

The motive that the school was brought up was the forming of the textbook by 

being written through the development of Deuteronomy Code AD 621 and the 

thing that Ezra was returned to Jerusalem and gathered the people and taught 

the Law after returning from Babylon.    This synagogue, as the educational 

source was developed into the official educational system.

The school education consisted of three stages.

The first stage, the elementary process, the house of the Scripture (Beth 

Hasserpher - B.C 75- AD 64 sustained), was executed by Hazan, and reading, 

writing and accounting were learned. And also the education of repetition by 

reading the Hebrew Scripture, memorizing it was mainly executed. Only the 

boys of 6-7 years old could enter into the school.  The purpose of the 

elementary education was that the children could read and write the Law and 

master the Law and apply it to their lives. 
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The second stage was the middle process, the house of research (Beth 

Hammidrash). It was the process that the students of 10-15 years old could 

study the Scripture that they leaned at their family and the elementary 

process deeply. Then they studied the Mishnah which was the oral law and 

Gamara that was its interpreted books, and it was developed to the Talmud. 

They studied the interpretation of the Law.  Mishinah consisted of the 

religious law commands and non-religious commands.  Those are: proverb, 

history, episode and tradition, and after that this oral tradition, Torah was 

developed into the Jerusalem Talmud and The Babylon Talmud.

The Scribers who had been called for Soperim took the position of the 

teachers and taught by the methodology of memorization and discussion to 

nurture the higher mind.

The third stage, The Rabbinical School, is the high educational system as the 

special school of the contemporary for training the specialist of the Law as the 

Rabbi and the Scribers. Choosing the talented students and training as the 

scholar, they worked for canonizing of the Old Testament. They taught the 

special interpretation of the Law and could take the qualification to become 

the elementary teacher and the intermediate teacher.

The importance of life –education is they educate in the daily life and 

concentrate on understanding the will of God.  Therefore, the subjective of 

education was the parent, the prophets, the priests etc.  And they emphasized 

the features of the parent’s education.
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The importance of family education, in the Hebrew education it consisted of 

non-forming education, the parent was the first teachers and the family was 

the best school. They concentrated on learning the Word of God and 

understanding the meaning of family. 

  ***

The core of Shema (Dut. 6:4-9) is the confession that loves God.

(1) The confession of theism (Dut. 6:4) 

Jehovah, the only Creator, the absolute God did not permit the idolatry. 

The theism demands the love and the obedience.  

(2) The attitude to love God (Dut 6:5) in the heart is more important before 

obedience of the Law. Love means another expression of the faith.  It 

means that the whole love in his heart (Leb- the center of the emotion 

and the volition), his character (nephesh- total personality, living soul, 

being) and the power (meod- the physical and mindful power).

(3) The detailed expression of God’s love is to practice the Word of God 

(Dut.6:6) and points to meditate it in the heart, remembering and 

applying in his life. (Ps. 119:105)

 (4) The command that nurture their children by the Word of God(Dut. 6:7-

9) means, as the small sanctuary, the family is the place to God  for the 

traditional transferring of their faith  (IITim 1:5)

 (5) The methodology that Shema reveals the education is “to teach” (Shanan

shi nan tam). It means that make them to sharpen by repetition. To 
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preach (Dibera) is to teach in the everyday by storytelling any place and 

any time. 

“Put in the heart” (Al leb), “to tie them as symbols on your hands and 

bind them on your foreheads". Write them on the doorframes of your 

houses and on your gates.” Hanging the mezuzah you have to remember 

the Word of God always. 

The importance of the faith education, this related to the consciousness of 

chosen people and the faith education, was the core to lead their life. The 

priest and prophets should be committed to the education. The Hebrew who 

was the community of the education took the concern that believes in God and

reveals the will of God.

Finally the education of the Hebrew was concentrated on the faith education 

by the source of family.

The beginning of the Scripture was family and the community. It means the 

family is the beginning of the human history.  The family means the school that

educated their children. They who had been wandering for 2000 years their 

national education were their family. 

The educational feature of the Jew revealed the mind of the education than the

excellent method of education.  The mind ruled on the view of value and the 

essential concept, that is, the method of the blood and the non-blood.  The 

latter is to learn the Hebrew and was educated by the Rabbi and should be 

passed the examination.  When they were passed, the examination can become
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the Jew.  The Jew of the blood line first of all their mothers should be the Jew. 

The saying“The Jew was not born but was made” means to emphasize the 

education. Two method (the blood line and non-blood line) means to 

emphasize the education.

 The family primarily means the castle to protect the family in the social 

perspective, but the Jewish family the sanctuary concept as the place of 

worship. . 

“ the house “that is called  for Bait in Hebrew means the temple that God 

dwells. 

Professor David Starr Glass claimed that  the Jew survived in the many 

persecution in the world and were not scattered as the minority nation in the 

minority religion  because of the heritage and the identity of the nation by 

overcoming by the knowledge and faith that accomplished by the education as

the main function.   

The contents of the Jewish education that were executed by David were Torah. 

And the core of the Torah was the promise of God that was the ten 

commandment (Exodus 20:1-7).  The main contents that the Jew had taught 

are summarized as 13 principles as follows.   

1. God is the creator of all things.

2. He is the only God.

3. He is the beginning and the ending

4. God works in non-cooperate 
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5. We have to worship only God. 

6. The words of the prophets are trustful. 

7. Moses is the greatest prophet among the prophets.

8. The Torah is the complete truth.

9. The Torah is unchangeable.

10. God know all our thought and all our action.

11.  He pays the award and punishment following their action.

12.  The messiah shall come. 

13. They shall resurrect out of the death.

The educational purposes in the old testament were revealed as several  

contents  but the united character  was proved by “ to know and love God, 

forming the identification of God’s people and keeping  the identification of 

God’s people.” In Israel the education has the role of the main channel to 

identify religion and nation. I had seen a proof that in habitual attitude of the 

rabbi students, “their lives are soon their religion”. They gathered together and

shook their bodies in memorizing the Scripture and praying and reading the 

book.  Ten adults were gathered at a place and took worshipping attitude in a 

while at an airport.  

We can find Israel who has wonderful activating life in the Old Testament in 

the 21 century. Although they had no specific educational method, by the 

parents, priest, prophets, the chief  synagogue teacher etc.,  their education 

was executed in the all areas  of their lives. By using the ceremony, feasts, 
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symbols, the oral tradition and  documents, the education of God’s love  was 

accomplished  and these methods  were  the channels to live the life of chosen 

people.  Above all , the education of the Old testament consisted of the closed 

relationship among the education, the life and the religion. It was not a simple 

educational method, but  an activating method was born in the belief in 

community, was grown up in the  feasts,  passed ceremony several symbols. So

we have to learn the restoration of activating educational methodology out of 

them.

For them, first we have to restore the family as the faith community, and we

have to execute the roles of the parents and the teachers faithfully.  And also

we  have  to  enlarge  ceremony and symbols,  the  various  ceremonies  as  the

educational  field.   The Scripture  and its  teaching should  be  applied  in  the

areas of the life, the culture and the social activities in the fence of education.

***

II. The Faith Education of the New Testament  

(1) The Education of Jesus

The Christianity is the religion of Jesus Christ.  Jesus accomplished the 

reconciliation between God and the mankind.  Jesus worked to build the 

kingdom of God and established his church by that ministry.  The 

Christianity began with the life of Jesus.  As the Christianity was begun 

by the life of Jesus, the Christian education was begun by the education 

of Jesus.  
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The Scripture said that He taught and preached the gospel of the 

kingdom of God and healed the diseases and all the weak. (Mt 4:23 Lk 

6:17-19) His ministry includes various ministries for the redemption of 

the mankind. Calling for Jesus as Rabbi, that, is, the teacher points not 

the narrow meaning, but the educational life for the redemption because

the life of Jesus who he loved, served, offered his life on the cross for our 

salvation must be the contents of his education. 

1) The Situation of that day (politic, economy, society and 

religion) 

Politically, the territory that Jesus activated was Palestine (Cannon) 

under the dominion of the Roman empire.  It was the place that 

Hebraism and Hellenism was crossroad each other religiously and 

culturally.   Among such cultural environment the Christianity was 

begun based on the New Testament, the ministry of Jesus.  And the 

cultural forming of the Christianity was operated by two cultural and 

religious influences greatly

In the age of Jesus, the region of Galilee was departed from the cultural 

influence of Judaism.  And also it was surrounded around the cultural 

influence of the city and was departed quite far from Samaria. So we 

may understand that he received little influence of Hellenism and was 

limited to the men of Galilee. 

a. The religious society of the Jew was very corrupted 
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The Judah society had some high tension between the rich and the

poor. Especially the corruption of the religious leaders who were 

corporate to the Roman authority was popular. ( Ex: the event of 

cleaning the temple, Mk11:15-17).

Such things in the religious godly Judaism partly awakened them 

by contrasting Roman dominion and Messianic hope and 

expecting emotion. And in every areas of Israel territory the 

eschatological renewal movement happened. (The baptism 

movement of Baptist John, the movements of Pharisees, Essen sect

and Kuram community etc.)

b. Two types of the eschatological view in Israel 

By the dominion of the Rome the depravity of freedom was 

developed into the expectation of the future.  Especially the 

eschatology that expects two directions governed over them.

First, the reveled eschatology.

They did not expect  something about present world and are 

waiting  the eschatology of the world,  the judgment of  last day 

and  new world. It was to expect the promised son of man in 

heaven. (Dan 7:13)  It means that the son of man will  come  into 

the world and judge the world and shall establish  the coming 

kingdom.

Second, it was the national hope nationally. 

Because of the fact, the people expected that one new David shall 
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make to give freedom out of Roman dominion. (II Sam 7:11-14).  

They expected that He shall throw away the roman and establish 

the righteous and peaceful kingdom on the earth.  It was to expect 

the hope of the Old Testament continuously.  In the day that such 

political and religious contradict act was climaxed, Jesus was 

revealed as the savior to open the way of salvation for the people 

toward the future that God shall complete. The Apostle Paul wrote

such situation as follows: “But when the set time had fully come, 

God sent his Son, born of a woman, born under the law,  to redeem 

those under the law, that we might receive adoption to sonship. “ 

(Gal 4:4-5)  

2) The Purpose and Object of the Faith Education 

Jesus was born by Virgin Mary and was grown up at Galilee and was  

baptized by John the Baptist and began the public ministry. He was the 

son of God, Christ and the Lord in divine nature.   The purpose of His 

incarnation was proclaiming the will of God.  As God He was as John 

proclaimed. We have to understand His education at the background.    

He proclaimed and taught the kingdom of God as the purpose of his 

education. (Mk1:14)  Any place he proclaimed the kingdom of God and 

taught it.  His concern was the lordship character of God’s kingdom and 

the coming of the kingdom of God.  He was the preacher of the gospel as 

well as the teacher to reveal the kingdom.  Especially He worked as the 

teacher for three public ministries.  And also he was faithful to teach the 

kingdom to his people. In this meaning He was the true teacher of 

teachers. 
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His ministry was very powerful and gave much impression to the people

and also changed them by his main ministry of making disciples. 

“Because he taught as one who had authority, and not as their teachers 

of the law. “(Mt7:29).

a. Jesus taught the Scripture as the law scholars (the 

Scribers) 

Jesus taught the Scripture at the synagogue and debated with his counters. 

The people gave some questions to Him. For example, they included the 

commandment and its use.  Then Jesus answered the obvious questions to 

them.  His interpretation of the Scripture was admitted by the people as the 

one who had the authority.  Because of it He was called for a rabbi as the 

lawyers and the Scribers.  

At his teaching the people was surprised greatly because he taught with the 

specific power in different means of the lawyers (the Scribers) of Judaism. 

(Mt7:28-29).  Whenever Jesus taught the Scripture He always revealed the 

original meaning to them. “   “(Lk10:27 Duties. 5:3 Lev 19:18) 

Because of it He interpreted the standard will of God. “   “(Mt7:12)

And Jesus interpreted the Sabbath day, not as the burdens to the 

men, but a chance of blessing for the men (the day of blessing). 

Therefore, the Sabbath day was permitted to the man as well as 

was proposed to help the men at that day obviously.

b. The Sermon on the Mount of Jesus 
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He had begun with “repent for the kingdom of God has come” (Mt. 4:17) in his 

public ministry and gave us the first teaching as the Sermon on the Mount. He 

taught the attitude of the life that the people of God’s kingdom should live. (Mt 

5:1-12)  His sermon revealed the purpose of the biblical Law obviously. And he

strengthened the meaning of the Law sternly.  For example, “You have heard 

that it was said to the people long ago, ‘You shall not murder and anyone who 

murders will be subject to judgment.’  But I tell you that anyone who is angry 

with a brother or sister will be subject to judgment. Again, anyone who says to

a brother or sister, ‘Raca,’ is answerable to the court. And anyone who says, 

‘You fool!’ will be in danger of the fire of hell. (Mt 5:21 ff.)

Here, Jesus revealed that the murder began out of the heart and 

the hate and he should overcome against them Because of this one

the other method of the divine will about the obedience and the 

Law was revealed. 

“For I tell you that unless your righteousness surpasses that of the 

Pharisees and the teachers of the law, you will certainly not enter 

the kingdom of heaven.”(Mt.5:20). Because classical ethical system

was the question that made the people to be hanged on the rope 

of obedience and order more than before. However, the Law could 

not provide the freedom to product the better person.  At such a 

meaning, Jesus ‘s teaching made the Specialists of the Law 

surprised at and opened  the literary meaning hidden in the Law 

and also he told them as a methodology as of “’  But I tell you that 

anyone  “  in order to realize the meaning for  themselves.   
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c. The Word of the eight blessings 

Passed over the literary understanding new views should be 

approached to God in order to allure the people, because the 

author Matthew first of all praised the eight blessings in his 

project in the sermons on the mount.  And Jesus did not criticize 

the people by the teaching of the Law but revealed a new way in 

his heart.

 “Blessed are the poor in spirit,

    for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
  Blessed are those who mourn,

    for they will be comforted.
 Blessed are the meek,

    for they will inherit the earth.
 Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness,

    for they will be filled.

Blessed are the merciful,

    for they will be shown mercy

 Blessed are the pure in heart,

    for they will see God.

Blessed are the peacemakers,

    for they will be called children of God.
10 Blessed are those who are persecuted because of righteousness,

    for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. (Mt.5:3-10). 
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And Jesus did not tell what they should execute first and revealed their state to

them because they experienced the mercy of God out of them.  “You are the salt

of the earth. But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It

is no longer good for anything, except to be thrown out and trampled 

underfoot. “You are the light of the world. A town built on a hill cannot be 

hidden. “(Mt 5:13-14)  

3) The educational method of Jesus 

Jesus used the unique and creative method of education. He used them 

relevantly according to the features, their concern, the learning 

environment and the contents of the learners, and also he taught many 

crowds by the lecture style. 

He used the method of question styles and pulled their thinking and 

understanding out of them by casting the main questions to them.

a. Jesus taught the metaphors manly 

When he taught the kingdom of God he used the metaphors very 

much as he confessed 

Not to teach the other methodology except the metaphor. Of 

course the method of debate was applied to them.  Often he 

revealed as the greatest image by rebuking them but revealing the 

example of education in the gentleness and love. 

So we should learn the essential educational method from Jesus. 

And He made the hearers to imagine the invisible kingdom of God 

by applying the metaphors.  And also he taught to use the things 
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as the birds in the sky, the lilies in the wilderness, the wind, the 

vine and the fig tree etc. When he found the merchants in the 

temple he purified it and taught the lessons of the temple. 

(Mt.21:12-13)

He, through the metaphors, made the hearse to see what he told 

them by opening the window of understanding to solve and to 

explain all the issues.

He taught the relationship between the man and the Sabbath day 

to the Pharisees who had criticized. (Mt. 2:23-28) And also he 

taught who the true greatest is by standing up a child among 

them. (Mt 18:1-4)  

When Jesus said something He visualized his teaching in the heart 

of the people. At several times, although they has no intellectual 

function, He made them to see the mysterious serine in order to 

make them confessed “I see it”, “I see I too.”  Even though until 

they approached in front of Jesus, they were blinded to the issues 

of the lives as the slept persons, they were prepared to confess 

their faith to Him. They knew the principles of the life and God 

and gave thanksgiving to Him. Jesus was the one who provides the

vision to the mankind especially in the world.  

He taught by using many metaphors, as the Witten expression of 

“Jesus spoke all these things to the crowd in parables; he did not 

say anything to them without using a parable.  “(Mt.13:34) Among 

his teaching 30-40 metaphors were revealed to include “the 
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metaphor of shattering the seeds (Mt. 13:3-9), “the metaphor of 

the good Samaritan” (Elk 10:29-37) etc.   

To a question “Who is our neighbors?” He responded the good 

behavior of a Samaritan in storytelling “a certain man descended 

toward Jericho.”(Lk10:29ff)  To the question that Peter asked to 

Jesus about John’s future “what shall this man do?”(Jan 21:21)  He 

answered “you follow me.”  And at a time to a question, “can few 

people be saved?” Jesus answered “enter into the narrow door.” 

(Lk13:23)  Theses were the method of his metaphor.  In other 

words, He made them to use their intellectual function of their 

spiritual insight and their understanding of the reality. And also 

“listen to it, one who has the ears.” (Mt11ff)  He used relevant 

teaching methods by telling to the congregation with the proper 

method of the congregation.  

b. He taught as the dialogue (discussion)

His regulation and that taught the beautiful proverbs, short 

phrases, faith and ethic etc., that is, the theology of God were the 

words written through the remembrance of the fishermen of Sea 

of Galilee. Above all He used the oral tradition method of 

education. He taught not by writing but by the saying.

He did not write except one time (Jn8:18) but taught with his 

verbal word in every case. . 
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The farmer who scattered the seed should take of them until he 

will take the harvest. God expects the earth and another crop. 

Jesus did not abandon the scattered seed of the word in the heart 

and take care of them until the harvest. The Word is the life that is 

planted deeply and is grown up in their heart forever. His Word 

does not need to write down on the paper.  The seed with the life 

was planted in the heart.  This seed never been dead since it was 

rooted in the heart from generation to generation. And grown up 

powerfully.  

When a certain rich young man came to Jesus and asked “Teacher, 

what good thing must I do to get eternal life?” Jesus led that he 

himself could find out the answer by some discussion. (Mt19:16-

22)  And when Nicodemus came to Him in the night (Jh3:1-21) 

and a Samaritan woman by the well (Jh4:7-42), He led to find the 

problems and the answers for themselves by some discussion for 

a long time.

Such these things the discussion method was used not in the 

assembly but in the teaching of man to man.

c. He taught as the examples of His life.

Above all, the reason that the disciples were persuaded by His 

teaching was to teach by” his life itself”.   As he taught the serving, 

He himself revealed the example of humility by bringing the water

and cleaning their feet with his hand.  And He taught “Now that I, 

your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also should 
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wash one another’s feet “(Jn13:14). After He taught to the crowd, 

He revealed the example of prayer by going to the quiet place and 

praying by himself. He was a friend of the abandoned person in 

the society and revealed the love, the obedience and self-denial 

until choosing the death on the cross. His methodology of 

education was what his teaching came out of deep spirituality and 

personality naturally. The contents and teaching of his education 

was his life itself.  

As Jesus rebuked the Pharisees and the scribers who said 

something but did not keep sternly told them “So you must be 

careful to do everything they tell you. But do not do what they do, 

for they do not practice what they preach. “ ( Mt 23:3).

One of the important educational methodologies was the 

education through the life.  In other words, his life was the 

teaching.  By practicing what He taught and revealing the example 

He trained the disciples to follow His example.

As Jesus taught “But I tell you, love your enemies and pray for those 

who persecute you, “(Mt5:44) He Himself prayed for the men who 

nailed His body on the cross. “ But with loud shouts they 

insistently demanded that he be crucified, and their shouts 

prevailed. “(Elk 23:23)

The death and resurrection of Jesus proved that his teaching was 

not a simple saying.  
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For his teaching of prayer, He Himself prayed all night.  About the 

love and the service, He Himself did not teach to the disciples He 

Himself cleaned their feet with handkerchief to clean their dirty 

feet.  He is the greatest teacher.  About what he taught He Himself 

practiced with his devoted attitude, and also by not a format but 

wholeheartedly a nature attitude He revealed the example. 

The educational method of Jesus was to have the intimate 

fellowship with the learner and to love them with His example.  

Augustine said the mind of love kindle up flame to the other” Jesus

was the eternal holy teacher.  Because his mind of the love all his 

disciples could have burning passion always in their hearts. The 

fact that they loved one another was not the stern legal 

relationship but the joyful and glorious relationship. Although the 

disciples made Him always frustrated and made Him disturbed in 

the faith, the hope and the love and they failed, because of the 

heart of Jesus’s love, they had been grown up by their loving 

relationship.   

In loving his disciples Jesus had always removed their stumbling 

block  obviously.  After the Calvary and the Pentecost were passed 

over them, finally they understood the redemptive main mission 

completely amend devoted themselves to the mission obviously to

them and assured the meaning of their lives deeply and devoted 

themselves to it to proclaim the gospel until the end of the earth.

d. His commandment of education (Mt 28:19-20) make the
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disciples, Jesus is the teacher of teachers. 

“You call me ‘Teacher’ and ‘Lord,’ and rightly so, for that is what I 

am. (Jn13:13)."   Jesus who called Himself for the teacher was the 

highest primary teacher.

Above all, His education possesses the authority. As Matthew 

wrote in his gospel “Jesus had finished saying these things, the 

crowds were amazed at his teaching, “(Mt 7:28).  Among teaching 

of Jesus the vague terms as“perhaps” or, “It may be” or, “I think of” 

did not exist.   Always He told obviously as the term “Truly I tell 

you” as the meaning that his words came out of the Father. The 

meaning of to be different to the Scriber suggested that they 

always told as Moses said so” “Rabbi some told so.” and “the Law 

and the prophets tell us such thing.” As this one the Scribers did 

not reveal his own name and opinion clearly, in other words, their 

books were depended on some books and told through the other 

persons. 

At the first time the crowd mocked and looked at Him surprisingly,

respectably because of His attitude of his authority they finally 

were impressed.  Because his words came out of his real 

experience and he told the real words of God they accepted Him as

the only teacher who can teach about God, who was sent by God 

directly.  

Jesus had the considerable patience to teach to the appointed 

leaner. And He did not want to force them but respected their 
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personality.  Jesus did not use the power of miracle meaninglessly. 

After He taught to the disciples, for the short time soon sent them 

to every local because he expected the effective of His teaching 

actually.

4) Jesus and the children 

In the books of gospel written by the adult for the adults reflects the fact

that the children should been grown up as children.  They had no the 

purpose of the prophesy or, the ultimate salvation, or the prejudices. 

They were in silence to the attitude of social atmosphere easily and 

devoted themselves to the educational process of family and synagogue 

in order to transfer the traditional faith and life completely.   So there 

was no mention about the children, but the Scripture suggested that the 

children were some able persons in hopping and playing before Jesus 

and the Apostles.  

 Obviously Jesus did not express busy figure or, angry attitude. He 

embraced the children in his arms. (Mk10:16)

 He made the children to sit down in the center of crowd and 

revealed the example for teaching the adults through the children. 

(Mk9:36-37)

 He explained once the pray game of children in his metaphor for 

the adults did not give his caution about his ministry. (Mt 11:16-

17)

  The Lord warned most strongly to make the children to been 
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slipped and led into the wrong way. (Mt. 18:5-6)

 Jesus remained the crowd that, although they belonged to the 

waked things in the world, they loved their children by bestowing 

the best present to them. (Lk11:13)

 While the disciples of Jesus were auguring one another about 

their primary position Jesus called for a child and stood up before 

them. (Mk9:33-37). And he proclaimed that whoever does not stay

at the low seat as a child will not be entered into the heaven and 

explained that the children stay in the seat to look at the face of 

God in heaven directly. When we observed Matthew 18:1-10 not 

simply, but symmetry it was proposed as one of very difficult 

methods. 

 He did not propose the direct teaching and preaching of the 

children.

 And also he did not emphasize the evangelism of children and 

their repentance. 

 And He did not try to make his disciples.

  Such trends that were revealed in the books of gospel about the 

children were flow in the total Scriptures constantly. 

 The children should obey their parents(Ephod 6:1)

 Their fathers should edify them with the teaching and correcting 

of the Lord. (Eph.6:4) 
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 The men who have the positions of supervisor and deacon and 

elder should edify their children faithfully and successfully. ( I Tim

3:1-4, Titus 1:6)

 The father should not make their children been fury not to fall 

them into the frustration. (Col3:21)  

The above contents are the educational issues of the New Testament.  

The Scripture does not mention the educational process. Actually the 

synagogue education of the Jew is not mentioned in the Scripture.  The 

successful educational method of Jesus is not to give the simple 

information but to meet and to live together with them.  The passage, 

“Jesus said, “Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, 

for the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as these.” “(Mt. 19:14) mean 

that he wanted to meet them, although he was very tired.

True education is to meet as well as to live.  Even we taught the 

Scripture to the children one time per day, we should not think to 

accomplish our educational duties.  When we meet them often and live 

with them we can find their need and provide the valuable influence to 

them actually.

(2) The educational contents of Jesus

The kingdom of God

Because he has the passion and the obvious vision he teaches and 

proclaims the kingdom of God obviously and actually to his disciples.  He

called for the disciples in order to make the fisher of men. He himself 
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sent them and commanded that the kingdom of God has been at hand. 

(Mt 10:7)

As mustard, although the kingdom of God was very small, later it shall 

become powerful as the birds in the sky gather in the big mustard tree. 

And as the yeast that the woman put into three bowls of the power for 

swallowing it completely. (Mt 13:31-33 Mk 4:30-32, Lk 13:18-21)  The 

kingdom influence to the world absolutely. 

He invited them to participate into the kingdom as a farmer hided the 

found treasures in the field and bought them with the value of his whole 

property. (Mt. 13:44-46)

Jesus taught to make them open their eyes in order to see the kingdom 

and take the hope in their hearts.

And he taught that they prepared the kingdom as the 10 wise virgins 

did. 

His educational purpose was to realize of God’s kingdom.  It was not a 

medium but to proclaim the kingdom, to declare the repentance of 

person, the community and society and also to make them to accept the 

dominion of God. 

The realization of the kingdom of God was the purpose of education as 

well as his whole public ministry.  As Matthew wrote to teach, to preach 

the kingdom and to heal the diseases, he related to the kingdom of God.

His educational purpose was to make them known the kingdom of God.  
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He made them awakened and understood the kingdom of God by 

personal explanation.  He taught to be born again and to accept him as 

the children. And he urged that the society and the church leaders 

should be repented before God.  He prepared his disciples in order to 

realize the kingdom of God.  Making disciples was the channel to 

accomplish the kingdom of God as the great purpose.

(3) The education place and object of Jesus

The place that his ministry was expected was the present environment 

of every life.  Synagogue, road, mountain, field, on the water, side of the 

well, house, table, and festivals were his educational place.  All the 

situation of his life as the place of his activities. 

His teaching ministry was not the special object but the great 

congregation to preach the kingdom of God.  Living with his disciples 

together he taught the truth of God’s kingdom and trained them as the 

workers of the kingdom.

Jesus who called for 12 disciples and always lived with them and taught 

stayed at the house of Accrues (Lk19:5) and also entered into the house 

of Maria and taught the people. (Lk 10:38) 

As many people saw the miracle and followed Him to get some foods, He

compassionated them like the sheep without the shepherd. (Mt 14:14)  

He fed the crowd, healed them and taught them.

The religious leaders as the arrogant Pharisees, or the scribers who 

criticized the teaching of Jesus, were taught by Jesus.
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The mythology of his education reveals us the way of contemporary 

educational methodology. At the perspective of the educational purpose,

educational contents, educational place and educational object, he 

revealed to realize the kingdom of God.  Jesus at the situation of the life 

taught all people who he had met and trained his disciples and used the 

proper objects and the contents that fit the contents.

Jesus was the greatest teacher to teach to the mankind as his life that He 

gave his life to them.

***

 III. The Christian education of the early age

The education of the early church age received the educational methodology 

of the Jew exactly.  It was the method of Hebrew national, traditional 

education.  It was to interpret the Scripture and to memorize them. As the 

education of Hebrew family, the early church considered the family education 

and the church worship was executed by dividing two parts: the first part was 

the lecture and worship and the second part was the worship with 

communion for the baptism members. 

Jesus had learned at the family and the synagogue according to the traditional 

educational method of the Jew and taught to their disciples. The contemporary

time when Jesus had learned at the Judea district had 80 synagogues.   It was 

resulted by legal policy that Simon, the royal family of Histone, which ruled 

over the nation for AD 70-80 made the children education to, became the 
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educational duty. This system was applied to the early church education 

authentically. 

Jesus nurtured the disciples for 3 years.  The educational method of Jesus was 

practical education through their actual lives. The man who was learnt should 

practice them in his life.  The disciples of Jesus lived with the teacher and 

learned the feeling and doing training that was moved the knowledge into the 

deed. 

The Apostle Paul was the great teacher who practiced according to the family 

education, the synagogue education, and the Rabbi education that he had been

received.  He had nurtured the disciples and taught at the synagogue and 

executed the mission and education that Jesus committed on to him. At the 

lace that he has no any synagogues as Jesus did, he taught at the side of river, 

the corner of road, and taught and preached to the people at any assembly. 

Paul thought that the teacher position was one of the gifts of Holy Spirit. 

(Rom12:7, ICor.12:28) And the Christians of the primitive church considered 

the teaching and learning was the part of God’s calling. So the Christians in the

time thought “the teaching of the Apostles (Act 2:42) “to serve the Word of 

God (Act 6:4) as the educational mission of the church. We can get the answer 

in the greatest command. “    “(Mt 28:19-20) 

In such meaning the education of the primitive church contained the essential 

attributes that the church can grow up as the church.  We can see the fact out 

of the churches that the Apostles had established.  Peter and the other 

Apostles taught at the temple (Acts5:21, 25, 42) and Paul taught the gospel at 

Antioch (Act 15  and debated (Act17:1-2:17) And He taught continuously for 
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18 months at Corinth. (Act 18:1, 11) At Ephesus he preached for 3 months 

(Act19:8)  and at the library of Uranus he preached every day (Act 19:9,10) 

and also at the prism of Rome he taught  the word of the Scripture.(Act 28:23-

31) Just like this the reason the apostle  emphasized the education was  not to 

expect complete Christian faith without knowing. 

1) The organized activities for the proclamation  of Christian faith

At the first time the Christianity was preached through the community 

of the Jew.  But, because the different points between the Christianity 

and the Judaism were revealed, the Christianity took the freedom out of 

the demand of Hebrew Law. Paul, as the missionary, preached the gospel

at the most the minor Asia and the main cities of Greece.  And also he 

activated at Rome.  By him and several missionaries this new religion 

spread rapidly to the world according to the supplying road of Rome.

As the great emperor Constantine (306-337 dominion)  ruled over 

Rome, the Christianity were spared into all areas of eastern imperial of 

Rome and the western imperial of Rome. Although the heresies did not 

disappeared completely, after about 500 years all people of the imperial 

of Rome became the Christians.  In the period, the mission activities 

passed over the board of Rome.  But the period of separation, after 

about 500 years, when it was identified the Christianity as the 

proclaiming the Christianity considered the spreading speed of the 

Christianity was slow.  On 7-8 century, the Arabs invaded them and 

exchanged into the dominated power of Islam out of the half areas of the

Christianity. But during this period the Celt and British missionaries 
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proclaimed the faith to the western and eastern arras of Group and also 

the Greek orthodoxcy church missionaries activated at the eastern 

Group and Russia. In 950-1350 the Group was evangelized into the 

Christianity completely and also Russia was changed.  And the mission 

for Islam areas and the eastern areas were begun. 

     In 1350-1500, the Christianity had met the period of reduction 

suddenly.  The new empire, Osman Turk, occupied the Arab nations and 

destroyed the emperor of Byzantine. The eastern Christian churches had

been demolished and by the fest disease few hundred missionaries died 

but nonsuccesses can continue it.

2) The Christian education in the day of church fathers

The church fathers that were influenced from Paul and the other 

Apostles treated to the education importantly.  Origen and Augustine 

devoted themselves to establish the education rightly. The Age of the 

Fathers were mainly practiced by two methodology: the dialogue 

method and Question-Answer method.

Alexandrian Catechetical School was a Catechetical school that mail was 

taught to the baptism candidates. By this influence this education was 

executed at the mission field.

The first educational director was Pentanes and his successors were 

Origen, Clement, etc.
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And the textbook was always the Scripture. In part the educational 

methodology consisted of the oral communication, those are, question- 

answer, and the dialogue. The educational duration was 2-3 years until 

receiving the baptism. The educational purpose of question- answer 

method consisted of “the training of ethical life, the master of Christian 

tradition and the training of Christian faith and life.”

Except this question- answer school the big city had the catechetical 

school.  This was the high educational institute that was established to 

apology the Christianity against the philosophical thought. From here 

the theology and the Christian philosophy was developed and, after 

exchanged the national religion out of the Christianity, the pastors were 

educated.  But the theological education for pastor’s nutrition was 

begun by the church and the supervisor association at the early of 4th 

century. At AD 529 it was systemized by the national law.

***

IV. The Christian education of the mediate day

The movement of Jesus community in the early church history started at 

Palestine and passed over the areas of minor Asia and transferred to Rome, 

then it was not remained as a simple religion but was developed to a great 

system of the thought that could lead the great empire Rome. In the church 

history of meditate age, the Roman empire that became to make the 

background of the Christian culture was destroyed  and the Christianity met 
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the people who had new culture and tradition and also walked through the 

new reformed process  that was called for the Christianity culture.   The 

history of the mediate church consisted of   popes system, monastery system, 

the movement of the laymen quietism etc. in the inner part and the Frankfurt 

kingdom, the emporium, new divine Rome Empire etc. in the eternal part. 

(1) The symbolism Education in the day of mediate darkness 

AD 476, by the invasion of the northern Bavarian   the Rome was 

destroyed and the education was greatly transformed. Especially, the 

educational institute was closed and  then the baptism question-answer 

school of the beginner and the catechism school were closed.  This 

novena had been continued until the revival movement of science and 

education was begun by chalets great king at the last of 8 the century.  

Only that time the specific educational institute as the ministry school 

and the great temple school was remained. According to the perspective 

of the day after the renaissance, generally they evaluated it as the dark 

time of the mediate age. By the demolition of Rome the western Group 

was entered into the dark ages.  Essentially the emptiness of culture 

between the Rome culture and the renaissance was resulted in that 

name.  Through the dark ages, the world of Group was destroyed at the 

many areas.  And the culture of Rome was replaced by German culture.  

The Group experienced, for 500 years, the wars and tribulation 

repeatedly.  The rediscovery of populism and the dominion of the sec 

hula world by church and the pope were revealed. 
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After the nationalizing of the Christianity, the great transformation in 

the Christian education occurred.  The early church needed the Christian

defense against the heresy and the secular philosophy and the mission 

passion to get the new reenters.  However the mediate church needed 

the popular education than the passion to win the repentant because all 

the people were the Christians.

But because the learner, general popular people, were not educated, the 

symbol education should be welcomed.

The nationalized Christianity had lost the character of the church 

gradually and was sexualized.  By systemizing the church and 

establishing of the church power the Christian education was not 

education for the Christians but the means of training.  The teacher and 

the clergy was the representative of the church.  For a long time the men

evaluated the mediate time as the dark ages after the rebalance. When 

the Rome was destroyed the western Group was entered into the 

darkness and, walking through the process of the Dark Age, all European

areas were destroyed greatly. The brilliant culture of Rome should be 

replaced with the German culture.  The Group had experienced for 500 

years by the trial of the invasion and the warfare repeatedly. 

(2) The education in the middle day

The Educational purpose of the mediate age was top relate to the 

educational situation that after the great emperor, Constantine of this 

age had declared that the Christianity was the national religion until 

before the reformation. The education of this age  took the features of 
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the Greek and Roman thought those are,  the coming world,  the super 

nature, the personal and the emotionalism in contrast to the  present 

world, the nature, the totality and  the intellectualism. So the purpose of 

the Christian education that the church pursued to  those are, first, the 

afterlife belief that pursued to only the afterlife, Second,  the 

emotionalism that pursued to the emotion that s, pursued to the 

emotion should be focused on. This situation revealed the criterion that 

proved the educational situation of the comparer age.  The church of the 

age was the church of the pope, and the faith was replaced with the faith

to seek the atonement record, and also true Christian education was 

annihilated totally. 

In the educational history of the mediate age , even though the 

persecution of the emperors was sever, reason that the Christianity had 

the inactive role was to make the people  to impressed  by the Christian 

sacrifice, the evangelism of the Apostle and the mind of the Christian’s 

martyr.  From that time the school that was going to evangelize the 

pagans into the Christians was developed and, in 2nd century, three 

stages school those are, the catechumenal school higher catechumenal 

school, the abbey school etc. was accomplished. 

a. catechumenal school

Catechumenal school means “to teach by the word” According to 

the grammar school it was the educating school. The purpose of 

this school was to be prepared by educating the pre baptism 

children and  the pagan Christians.학교를 말한다. The first 
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learning time when was taught the baptism, candidates shortly 

became long term gradually, and was enlarged into the 2-3 years. 

The contents of curriculum consisted of to teach simple 

knowledge about the Christianity doctrine and to execute the 

proper preparation education.  This school did not treat to read, to

write, to count etc. as the important thing, and the educational 

degree was low as the church school.

b. catechetical school

The educational degree of the catechetical school was low because

general people became the Christian.   The system to nurture the 

school teachers and the church leaders was the higher catechetical

school.  So this school as called for the catechetical teacher school. 

The curriculum consisted of theology, philosophy, natural science, 

Rhetoric, astronomy prismatic, literature, history etc.  And the 

educational degree was very high, and also it was developed at 

Rome, Athena, the eastern Alexandria district.  

c. cathedral school

The cathedral school was the school that established at the main 

mount and each supervisor kept and employed.  It has called for 

the main mountain school and episcopal school. His school had 

the purpose to nurture the church leaders and the clergies but 

later they accepted the general children and made them to 
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become the center of the mediate education. The educational 

contents consisted of reading, writing, hymn etc., and after they 

were passed through the basic common curriculum  were 

educated the Scripture, philosophy, Greek literature, theology etc. 

(3) The educational features in the middle time

The educational feature of the mediate age as the word of dark ages, the 

clergy and the laymen together was ignorant. At that time catholic 

priests were appointed among the noble men who were educated about 

the holy position and general priests were appointed among the slaves 

level who could read the Latin.  This novena occurred until the 

movement of ministry continuously.  The general clergies did not teach 

to the laymen, and also they received the symbol education that they 

could understand easily.  The symbol was the communicative channel 

that the people who had no the educational foundation ignorant could 

understand.  

The symbol education of the mediate age was executed as follows:

First, Sacrament Education 

By participating into the weekly communion they were educated.  The 

most general people could not be helped to be educated by appreciating 

the decoration and sacrament in the church.  They emphasized 

extremely not the Word of God but the sacrament that was the only 

channel to get the mysterious grace of God.  They maximized the 

importance of the sacrament that should be expressed as mysterious 
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and musical means but weekend proclaiming the Word of God and the 

importance of the education. They understood the purpose and meaning

of the sacrament as the line of the forgiveness of sin. To restore the 

human nature that had been lost for the original sin, they above all 

emphasized the necessity of the infant baptism. 

Second, the art education of religion 

Then the cross that the figure of Christ was carved was appeared, the 

stein glass and holy picture was decorated on the church wall in order to

inform the religious message through the work of art.

Third, the religious drama education 

They taught the character of pleasure and the character of education 

through the drama. From this time the holy dramas as the birth of Jesus, 

the resurrection and the life of the martyr at the season of Christmas 

and Easter. 

Fourth, Circuit education 

The repeated character of symbol made them visited to Jerusalem, the 

holy land and holy material of the matters and to experience some 

suffering. 

Fifth, the church calendar education  

The expectation of symbol education was applied to the time and was 

arranged all the time of the man  as the reputed perspective of the 

redemptive history bestowed the settled colorful gowns and 
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emphasized  the repetition of the Second Coming, the Lent, the Easter, 

the Year and Season. But this symbol education of the mediate church 

age also was weakened. The Educational institutes in the middle time

In the mediate age, every school of the early age was closed except the 

great temple (great abbey) school.  The education for the laymen did not

exist except to participate into the worship and the symbol education 

that was made by the drama of Jesus’s life.   From the 6th century the 

monastery executed the important role as the conference of Christ’s 

abbeys. So the monastery refused the present world and seemed the 

spiritual life and became the hidden place of the abbeys. This monastery

system revealed the movement that sustained the deep religious life and

spread into all the areas of Europe with the corruption of Rome in 13th 

century.   The monastery system emphasized the ascetic elements and 

claimed the hidden life and trains the habit and the mind that endures 

the physical suffering. Their idea was poverty, purity, submission and 

the abbeys denied the personal life, the personal property, and the 

personal freedom. It was St. Benedict to develop this mind and to 

practice them detailed. He established the monastery at 529, at the top 

of mountain of Monte Casino, and also settled three rules of the 

monastery life.  The educational Institute of the mediate age was the 

great temple school and the monastery school.

a. The  monastery school

The representative of monastery schools was the benefits 

monastery school that was established by St. Benedictus (480-
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543). Each monastery made the school in order to do the self-

support and the self-supply, first of all, with the motto of poverty, 

purification, work etc. And executed the academic study. Mainly 

they copied the Scripture.  The 73 monastery regulation was the 

important documents that regulated the education in that age.    

Through the mediate age the monastery that was the school, the 

hospital and the center of the culture were spread from the 

northern Scotland Island to the southern Egypt morocco  widely. 

And  also during the 4-16 century , 1600 years the monastery  was

controlled the Europe education. Among them some monasteries 

became the university that as proud of about the 700 years 

history. The direct purpose of the monastery education was the 

ethical and physical train. The monastery settled three 

educational purposes: those are, in order to keep, to pray and to 

work for the purity, the poverty, and the submission.  Among them

the work mind was needed for the health activation and was 

developed the material culture of idle German nation and the 

divine mind of the work was emphasized first in the mankind 

history. 

b.  The great temple school

The great temple school was the educational institute that 

nurtured the clergies of the mediate age with the monastery 

school. But at the later period the king and the children of the 

noble men and after that the foreign students also studied. Mainly 

they studied the theology and the law. The monastery was the 
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hotbed and the center for the development of the academic arts. 

The monastery school was the educational annex place in order to

accomplish the ultimate purpose of religious life in the monastery.

The monastery school was divided as two kinds according to the 

occupied objects. Those are, to nurture 5-7 years old to expect the 

monastery abbey candidates and to educate the general children. 

The educational contents consisted of most religious elements and

the elementary department taught reading, writing, counting. The 

educational methodology trained them sternly with aseptic mind 

and to chastise them and made them to meditate and to consider. 

Especially, the monastery education that made the peak of the 

education had spread to every areas of Europe and became the 

center of the western academicals activity,

c. The Establishment of college

On the II the Century the dark ages disappeared gradually.  The 

university as the representative institute of the mediate Age was 

established.  The university taught seven liberal arts, mainly as the 

developed style of the monastery school and great temple school.

They consisted of the grammar, the rhetoric, the apologetic, the music, 

the geometric, the astronomy etc.  The educational   feature of the 

mediate age was to prepare the foundation of the public school with 

symbol education. Although the education itself was limited by for the 

church, the clergy and the noble men, the new possibility of education 
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was opened. By the great scholars who were equipped by the knowledge

and the practice and the teachers taught three subjects: the theology, the

law and the medicine.

This was the pregnant of the university. On 1170, Paris of France, 

Bologna of Italy etc. and several countries in Europe began the 

university. Because of this university, the education in the church, as the 

great temple school and the monastery school, were languished.

Although the mediate church struggled in the aspect of the faith by the 

superstition, the, human tradition and the abuse of the church authority 

etc., the church was the seat of Christian life. However, the protestant 

understand the mediate age, because of the catholic, as the Dark Age.

***
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V. The Christian education in the reformation Age

By preparing the foundation in order to nurture new workers through the 

symbol education and establishment of college etc., the environment of 

reformation had been made in the center of them.  And the change of Catholic 

education happened. The education of symbol exchanged into the Bible centric

education and the passion and methodology of the education was different. 

The reformation that Luther began asked the foundation of the unconditional 

education types that the Roman Catholic mannerism and symbol education 

claimed. The general laymen could have the basis to approach God directly by 

the theory of all Christian priests.  He the Scripture as translated in order to 

read it and developed into the type of national education for reading the 

native language. Here Not only the  balance  of the educational chance and the 

practice of the public education was made wonderfully, but also  exchanging  

the Scripture into the Word of the popular people out of the absolute heritage 

of the church and the corruption of the civil council for the duty education 

awakened to need the reforming. At this background the reformation was 

begun and was compelled the responsibility of the civil government. Calvin 

made the Geneva Academy and began the common education by making the 

beginning class and the high class. 

(1) The Educational features of the reformation time

The educational feature of the reformation was divided into two parts as

follows:

First, The education of the Scripture
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In contrast to the symbol education in the mediate age, the education of 

the reformation was concentrated on the Word of God. The translation 

of the Scripture and its supply was activated.  And the academicals study

was divided by the passion to study the classic. The education of the 

Scripture was executed by the catechism methodology. In order to 

understand the Scripture as the Word of God, the catechism education 

was executed for teaching easily the principle of the Scripture.  This was 

the same method of the primitive church.

Second, the national education, the reforms practiced the religious 

education as the national education.  In Looter and Calvin this feature 

was revealed and their educational contribution was very great at the 

point of enlarging the education. The reformers did not limit to the 

religious education and educated all the people to apply them in all Ares 

of their lives. Luther wrote to emphasize the establishment of the 

Christianity University. And also Calvin established the Geneva 

University in the process of theocracy in the Geneva city and 

strengthened the system of the public school. 

The special points of the educational beliefs of the reformers were to 

educate the whole life.  They revealed the passion and the example that 

learnt the Word of God faithfully and applied the Word in the situation 

of the life.  So the education of the reformers was depended on the 

foundation of God’s Word and was spread the value of the Scripture as 

the principles of the faith and the life to all areas of their lives
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(2) The educational practice of the reformation time

They reformed the corruption of Catholic Church, and to establish the 

sound church was their hope.  Their education was fulfilled in all areas 

of their lives and had the important points as follows: the various 

activities of the reformers were summarized by the returning to the 

Scripture.

First, the reformers pointed the family and emphasized the education of 

the parents.  The Word of God stressed that the Word of God should 

teach at the family in detail.

Second, the reformer educated them through the exposition of the 

scripture. Their sermons made them to restore the lost authority of the 

Scripture.  And in the church the catechism education was begun.

Third, the school education.  The reformers compelled to establish the 

Christian school. Calvin established the Geneva University and executed 

the humanistic education through the Word of God and executed the 

school education as the educational place of the cavils.  The Geneva 

University that was established on 1559 had the pre educational course 

for 4 years and the original educational process for 3 years, and 

emphasized the liberal education and took the international character 

from the beginning.  

Fourth, the social education. The reformers emphasized the civil 

education. The Geneva reformed movement of Calvin was the civil 

education, and as the train of the life the philosophy of puritan life.  The 

civil life under the lordship of God was stressed, tried to accomplish the 
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society and nation that the principles of God should rule over them. And 

the reformers returned to the Scripture and established up the authority

of the Scripture and devoted themselves to practice at all the areas of 

their lives.

(3) The Christian education of the reformation time

A root of the protestant Christian education was the stream of the 

reformation.  The reformation was made to bring up the protestant that 

distinguished the Catholic and also proposed the new direction of the 

Christian education and revealed the meaning and importance of 

Christian education. So the reformation made the new root of Christian 

education through new transformation. 

Through the demolition of symbol education and the establishment of 

university etc., the foundation of reasonable and humanistic science 

study was prepared and by them the reformed environment was made. 

And the corruption of the Roman Catholic awakened the people to need 

the reformation. By this background the reformation was started and 

the Christian education was transformed greatly. The symbol education 

was changed into the Scripture centric- education.  And the passion of 

methodology of education was changed.

Through the reformation, the transformation of the educational aspect 

established the schools at the every area in Europe and in the 

educational things exchanged to the nation out of the church.
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1) Luther and Calvin of the reformation time

The reformation brought up the great change of Christian education. 

The main concept of the reformation, the justification by faith of Luther 

was the cause of the new recognition about the importance of education.

Whoever believes Jesus shall be saved by faith.  So he should know who 

Jesus is.  This should be depending on his life, his death, his resurrection 

and his teaching.   It means that we should believe the redemptive love 

worked by Him.  In other words, the reformed faith means to 

understand what he believes on.  It was enough to belong to the church 

and to participate into the worship and communion, but the reformed 

faith needed the understanding faith.  So it should need the education 

for them, because the role of education was to know the object of the 

faith, to guide it and to propose it. Luther was the reformer and 

theologian. So he was the role to build the foundation of the Christian 

education.  Because he thought that the laymen should read the 

Scripture in order to have the understanding faith, he translated the 

Scripture into German version out of the Latin version (Vulgate) and 

spread them to the people. In the darkness of the middle age the school 

taught only to the priest candidates and the children of the noble 

families.  The understanding faith that the reformation pursued and the 

concept of priesthood of all Christians need to read the Scripture and 

the school should be opened to every person. 

Luther’s the longer catechism and the shorter catechism was the object 

of the systematic theology, but it was the first textbook of Christian 
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education that should be taught at the family, the church and the school 

in the church history. 

The reformers emphasized the reformation of Christian doctrine and 

claimed three principle of the faith those are; justification by faith, the 

authority of the Scripture and the freedom of conscience.  The 

educational purpose of the reformers was as follows:

 Not emotionalism but nationalism:  the contrast of rationalism 

means to be against God.  

 Intellectualism: It is to put to get the knowledge that is, only the 

knowledge of the Scripture proposes the only way of the faith.

 Popularize:  it means that rejected the aristocratism and 

popularized the education.

 Formalism: the family education is no formalism but the school 

education must be formalism.

 The education of Martin Luther and John Calvin

Luther: 

a. He emphasized that the parents have the duty to teach the 

Scripture.

b. To nurture the useful cavils.

c. The useful education is the religious education.

d. The stress of the Alms education
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Calvin:

 a. He established the Institute of Youth Group and nitrated the 

cavils at Geneva. 

 b.  For 5-6 years the family should execute the school of the 

Scripture. 

c. After 7 years old he should attend at the Lord’s Day Scholl and 

catechism school.

d. The adult should learn the arts and the literature.

Luther told that the school of before the reformation belonged to the 

church for the institute for the clergy but the educational object was 

enlarged and moved into the nation out of the church, that is, the nation 

established the school to execute the duty of education for all the 

people.  The thought of the reformation was the motive that the concept 

of public education was happened. Luther did not separate the secular 

kingdom from the spiritual kingdom. The church was the institute of the

spiritual delivery and two institutes are the kingdom of God, but their 

functions are different. For the order of God to be ruled very well the 

school should produce the clergies as well as the national persons. The 

clergy and the talented persons should serve the kingdom of God and 

the school exist as the educational institute for the kingdom of God   
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Calvin executed the worship and preaching, the catechism, the lecture 

and sacraments that is related to the education.

Calvin’s doctrinal was the used word that  were pointed on the 

revelatory event of God, the Scriptural word and all teachings of church. 

His doctrinal  was the beginning  and the foundation of the church and 

the cause that the church was bestowed the authority.  He thought that 

the church education should include the discipline.  This discipline as 

the institute of church supervisor is like the stick of the father in order 

to go astray to the other road and to establish the function of church 

correctly. The pastor and the elder should execute the discipline and 

rebuke, exhort, supervise and warn. Calvin’s concept of church 

education included that the educational object should not only be the 

children and the young group, but also the education of the whole life. 

This is the root of the educational pastoral ministry in contemporary.

The reformation established the basic directivity of the Christian 

education of the secular, the church, the family and the school. It was the

root of the protestant Christian education that proposed the 

relationship of them organizes. 

***
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VI. The Christian education of the modern

The modern Christian educational history consisted of the situation between 

17 century and 19 century.  Entering into the 17 century the Christian 

education was operated greatly. 

1) The educational streams

a) John Amos Comenius

At that time there were two streams: the orthodoxism and 

pietism. The one had begot the John Amos Comenius who was the 

greatest educator as the stream of education against the 

humanism, that his educational purpose was the development of 

the knowledge, the training of the ethic and the possession of the 

complete faith.

John Comenius who was the representative of Christian education 

had participated into Moravian and took the wandering life and 

wrote the Didactia Mogna.  Here, the book emphasized the 

educational responsibility, centralized the conversion of the faith 

and reinterpreted the Christianity church by accepting the 

reasonism.

b) Francis Xavier

The other was the educational stream of the old denomination of 

Jesuit that Francise Xavier) developed.  They consisted of the 

Jansenist that contrasted against the thought of the Pope Paulus 
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III and the pietists who contrasted the reasonism and the 

intellectualism.

Later they accepted the educational reformation of Comenius and 

generalized the educational purpose in the contemporary day. The

educational reformation of 17 century was developed to the better

stage in the 18th century toward the renewal of Christian 

education. 

c) Pestalozz

The educational purpose of Pestalozzi developed hamonizedly 

by providing the priority of the heart- emotion among three 

elements, those are: intellectuality, heart emotion and function 

(head, breast and hand).  He proposed five prices as follows:

First, the principle of voluntarily, second, the principle of 

harmony, third, the principle of the methodology, fourth, the 

principle of the institute.  Fifth, the principle of society. This 

educational purpose was to have “the heart of God as the child 

treated to his parents. “This purpose was revealed more obviously

in Froebell.  

d) Froebel 

The educational purpose proposed by Froebel was 

“rediscovering the image of God dwelled in the man the 
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divine character make them to come true enough. “ As such 

thing   they included the scholar who proposed the educational 

purpose and the scholar who connected the educational purpose 

to humanism by pass over the Christian orthodoxism. 

e) Schleiermacher

Schleiermacher proposed  the educational purpose as “  The 

education  is to sustain the sufficient personal character by 

transferring his mindful property to the latter, the heritage  

received from the forefathers and by supporting  the incomplete 

state  and by improving  in order to  adopt them to the later 

generation.”   This educational perspective came out of the 

applicatory ethical view, if it was applied to the external view of 

the faith is right.  However, the faith is not the external 

transformation but the transformation of the inner aspect, 

without transforming the inner aspect, the complete state of the 

external state shall not be expected.     Therefore the educational 

purpose that Schumacher proposed is wrong in the direction itself

and should not be expected. But his educational purpose had led 

the world of the education since the latter history of 19 century. 

On the latter of 19th century the wave of secularization that was 

bowed into the day of the material culture made the Christian 

education merged and occupied on that place.  The Christian 

education connected by the sociology of A. Comte and the national

psychology of Wundt had influenced on the church that was the 
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main seat of the Christian education greatly and was developed 

continuously.  

The trends of such stream made the Christian school, that was 

established at the musicological dimension by using the same 

curriculum of the general school, and lost the educational mission.

And also the church education that was the last block of Christian 

education fell down into the unbalancing education in the edge 

tendency and concentrated on the winning soul. 

VII. The Movement of the Lord’s Day school 

           The origin of the Lord’s Day school

The movement of the Lord’s Day school, that was the root of the history 

of Christian education, has been begun by Robert Raikes (1735-1811) at

Gloucester in 1780. This movement tended to the type of Sunday charity

school that overcomes the social sin of the young boys happed because 

of the reformation of production in the British.  As a specific, this 

movement had been not gathered at the general days but at only the 

Lord’s Day in the history of Christian education.

The European situation of 17 and 18 century had been changed the 

social system by the  time of the industrial revolution at the British 

society. In the beginning of the industrial revolution, the factory that 

paid the low salary to the workers were brought up very much. 

The children in the most areas of the British had worked six days per 

week and 16 hours per day.  Among them a part was the poor children of
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broken families and another part the poor children with their parents 

could not be educated.  The children were ignored and abandoned.  

Reikers had felt  the calling as he had met them. Here the alms school 

was begun to give the chance to be educated to the poor children.      

Robert Rakes, a laymen who had employed the press business, had 

improved the prison system.  His findings through his serving of the 

prison for 20 years were the precaution than the edification for 

prisoners. His concern was the education for children and youth groups 

of the poverty class. He gathered the children for the precaution 

dimension and began to educate, to read, to write and to teach the 

Scripture; it is so called the Christian education. He himself and Rev. 

Thomas Stocker, as the surety, and madam King, as the first teacher 

started the first Lord’s Day school, and the response to the movement 

was very acceptable and the ministry was rapidly enlarged into England,

Wells and America. 

1) The enlargement of theLord’sday school movement 

This Lord’s Day School had been introduced in the newspaper of the 

Gloucester city.  Through the mass media, the press had been enlarged 

into every area.  It was located as the main ministry of the church 

education in a synonym through reckoning the movement of the laymen 

of the society as the church education. In 1880, 20 thousand children 

were enrolled at the Lord’s Day school, and in 1850, 200 thousand 

children had been registered. It had become an international movement 

by being enlarged into Wales, Germany, several European nations and 
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America. This movement was flowered in America.  Because the Europe 

had the religion class in the public school  without passing the Lord Day 

School, the basic education and the Christian education could be 

received. In the case of Germany after the reformation, from the 

elementary school to the high school, the public school included the 

religion class and also in the British, Switzerland and Austria etc. 

included the religious education.  

In the case of America, the religion class was educated at school by 

influence of Europe.  However in 1791, after the Bill of Rights was 

passed, the section ‘the freedom of religion’ was included in the 

constitution at the general public school, and the religion education was 

impossible. America needed another place to execute the Christian 

education continuously.  The Lord’s Day school that was spread in 

America was a proper institute.  As the result, the Lord’s Day school was 

enlarged rapidly into every area.

The union of the Lord’s Day School became an international school. In 

1889, the first world Lord’s Day School conference was held in London. 

In 1907, the fifth conference of World’s Sunday school Association was 

held that consisted of the representatives of British, America and 

Europe.

This movement made America to brow the evangelization of the 

children and the youth group with the evangelical movement.  In 

contrast of British that executed reading and writing, America had 
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begun the Christian education with the evangelized education and the 

Scriptural education.

2) Six times of the Lord’s day school

 J. Seymour classified the changed process that the Christian education 

was begun with the slums school at age six.  

First, from 1780 to 1830, this duration was concentrated on the mission 

and the alms. The Lord’s Day School related to the church partly and 

executed the education of the religion, ethic and community edification. 

That is, it was the outside institute of the church. 

Second, from 1830- to 1860, The Lord’s day school was reformed to 

concern the evangelism and nutrition out of the outside institute that is 

the relationship to the church.

Third, from 1860- to 1900, this duration was to transfer the revival 

framing of America into the other place. The Lord’s day school was the 

primary main means of the church growth.  That is, the Lord’s Day 

School is the institute of evangelism

Fourth, from 1903 to 1929, Religious Education Association was 

established and the radical religious education influenced the Lord’s 

Day school deeply.  The Lord’s Day school transformed the church 

school, and the specializing of education was related to the Psychology 

swiftly.  That is, the Lord’s Day school was located on the institute of the 

church eccentrically.
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Fifth, from 1930 to 1950, depending on the Neo orthodoxy theology, the 

emphasized Christian contents were revealed.  The school of church was

located. 

Sixth, from 1960 to today, student number, new methodology, the order 

and the theory were studied continuously.   The Lord’s Day School was 

begun by laymen and related to the means of evangelism and the first 

revival movement.  The Religious Education Association and the church 

school were located as the special institute of the church and until now 

has kept the seat straight.

The church school should concern to the society and the reformed dash 

for it in the contemporary.  It should establish the rights of children and 

young groups about the environment issue. Let us participate into the 

educational ministry for the laymen as good channel in order to activate 

the education. The movement of the laymen shall be positive motive to 

make the church to activate.

The Lord’s day school  was  begun by alms institute at the outside of the 

church 200 years ago but entered into the church and identified to the 

Christian education and was located at the important seat.  It was true 

to execute the important role in the Christian education.  

Conclusion

It is the special value to study the Christian education in history. The 

history of the Christian education has revealed the various issues as 

following the several ages and has response. When we study the history 
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of the Christian education, we can concern the attributes of God, the 

self-disclosure of God, the will of God for the man and the value of the 

truth. The history of the Christian education is the foundation of the 

enlargement of the kingdom of God for the contemporary people by 

examining the relationship between the Christianity and the education 

on the background of the Christian history. 

We have studied the Christian education of the seven ages, those are; the

education of the Old Testament, the Jesus’s education of the New 

Testament,  the early church, the day of the middle darkness,  the 

education of the reformation time, the education of the modern time 

and the movement of the Lord’s day school.  The study of the above 

Christian educational history is the base and the tradition for forming 

the Christian education of the modern time. From this history we have 

to find the direction and the criteria of the contemporary education.

The education of the days of the Old and New Testament and the 

Reformation relate to the whole life, not only the school life.  We have to 

concentrate on the creative activities to connect to the Christian 

traditional education in order to make the relevant educational method 

toward the biblical goal.  Through such historical research, the Christian 

educational history shall be newly made. Anytime we can check up the 

facts that the church needs the relevant education to the streams of the 

time. We have to keep our own identification by reposing to two calling, 

the tradition and contemporary situation on the foundation of the 

Scripture, the Word of God. 
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